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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to understand transformation drives using past research as the basis of argument on every variable with business performance as the measurement standard. The research using deep searching of journal databases, the output is conducting a conceptual framework. The transformation drivers in our conceptual framework have six factors namely organization, technology, consumer behavior, financial, external support, and network with the measure of success of that transformation drives using business performance. The result is that the past research supports all the purposes of points in the variable that can positively contribute to business performance.
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INTRODUCTION

The infection by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), commonly known as coronavirus disease (Covid-19), was declared by the world health organization (WHO) as a global pandemic in Mid-March 2020. The Indonesian government issued the large-scale social restriction policy in response Covid-19 outbreak by minimizing people's outside activities, prohibiting social gatherings, and requiring staying at home (Oktora et al., 2020). The policy of social restriction impacts people's physical and psychological effects and economic consequences, particularly on micro-, small-, and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs, Pratama et al., 2021; Rodrigues et al., 2021).

In Indonesia, SMEs are the economic backbones that acquired 99% of business units, providing 97% of job opportunities and contributing 60% to GDP (Depkop, 2018).
According to Indonesia Statistics Bureau (BPS, 2020), 84% of SMEs in Indonesia experience revenue decrease because of the change in market demand and supply impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. The condition may be related to the impact of Covid-19, which has resulted in consumer behavior change, knowledge gap in managerial and technology caused digitalization, operational hours decrease, and delivery delay in the supply chain (García-villagrán et al., 2020; Klein & Todesco, 2021; Pratama et al., 2021). Besides, SME needs to enrich their management, strategic planning, and innovation knowledge to formulate their new business model to adapt to new market demand to survive (Caballero-Morales, 2021).

Transformation in SMEs is the key answer to respond to the crisis due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The transformation aims to make businesses stronger (rather than larger) by developing their quality by improving resource allocation efficiency (Wang et al., 2021). Gregurec et al. (2021) has conducted content analysis on literature to identify driver factors in SMEs transformation and found five drivers as the most occurrence are related to technology, organization, financial, consumer, and general social. Those factors identified by Gregurec et al. (2021) related to the finding by Nurunnabi (2020) on a recovery plan and resilience in SMEs during pandemic with the recommendation transform are an organization (renewal strategy and considering vision and mission as a new way for managing risk and uncertainty), financial (top priority), and government (support and stimulus). Also, the drivers related to the study from Winarsih et al. (2021) regarding transformation that taken to result in sustainability in SMEs such as technology (digital marketing utilization to promote a product), organization (maintain cash flow and monitoring business transaction), financial (re-budgeting), and supply chain (inventory management). Complemented prior studies, research by Pratama et al. (2021) discuss strategic development in SMEs. The paper presented a literature review on how Indonesian SMEs respond to business survival and recovery during the Covid-19 outbreak. The proposed strategic recommendations include digital transformation, financial management, supply chain, network relationship, government policy, orientation, and information.

However, as the main literature in transformation drivers, a study by Gregurec et al. (2021) has not identified the change of distribution on supply chain, network relationship, and government policy, which was proposed by Fath et al. (2021); García-villagrán et al. (2020); Nurunnabi (2020); Pratama et al. (2021); Winarsih et al. (2021) as the driver factors SMEs should focus in coping the pandemic crisis. In addition, apart from driver factors in SMEs' transformation which they recommend important for business continuity, these studies have not determined whether these driving factors affect business performance economically and non-economically. Therefore, considering the practical and theoretical contribution, it is a gap that we are trying to fill in by conducting a literature review on driver factors of SMEs transformation due to Covid-19 and its relation to business performance in one of the world's largest economies, Indonesia.
In answering the research objective, the present study conducts a literature review by focusing on identifying the paper in the context of transformation in SMEs affected by Covid-19 and the contribution to economic and non-economic performance. The articles published in the Scopus, ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, and Emerald databases were selected to accomplish analysis and to provide an overview comprehensively. The papers will integrate to be conceptual models as the result of the discussion. As a reminder of the structure of this study, the following section discussed literature regarding small and medium enterprises, business transformation, and business performance. The detail of the method of this study is disclosed in the third section. The propositions related to transformation drivers on startup business performance for sustainability in survival in the pandemic explored in the fourth section. Next, we presented a theoretical model as the result of theoretical analysis. The last section summarizes some highlights of this study and future research recommendations.

LITERATURE REVIEW
SMEs in the Covid-19 era

Small and medium enterprises play a crucial role in enhancing the community's social welfare and Indonesia's economic growth. SMEs consist of 99.99 percent of the total business actors in Indonesia, or 56.54 million units (Hendayana et al., 2019). According to Indonesia Statistics Bureau (BPS, 2020), 84% of SMEs in Indonesia experience revenue decrease because of the change in market demand and supply impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. In Indonesia, SMEs defined in Act Number 20 of 2008, i.e., the company classified as an SME is a small company owned and managed by someone or owned by a small group of people with a certain amount of wealth and income (Hennig-thurau et al., 2010). Meanwhile, covid-19 impact on the Indonesian economy has been strongly significant since the government announced that 2 (two) Indonesian citizens have been infected by the Coronavirus on March 2 of 2020. The exchange rate of Indonesia Rupiah (IDR) to United States Dollar (USD) was greatly affected by this announcement, where IDR has depreciated to a level of IDR 16,000 per USD. This exchange rate is the weakest in the last five years, from 2015 to 2020 (Humas-UNS, 2020). Sri Mulyani, the Minister of Financial Affairs for the Republic of Indonesia, predicted that the economic sector would dramatically degenerate because the covid-19 pandemic has pushed down economic growth to come near zero, precisely at 0.3%, or even to attain a negative level, precisely at minus 2.6% (Abrar, 2020). Economic degradation due to the covid-19 pandemic had a significant impact on the business world, including Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Based on a survey, ninety-six percent (96%) SMEs admitted that their business operations suffered due to the covid-19 pandemic. Seventy-five percent (75%) of SMEs reported that their sales are declining significantly (Hermansah, 2020).
Coronavirus pandemic has affected several challenges for businesses in both developed and developing economies. Businesses are still suffering such crises and disruptions and expect to meet new challenges and recessions during unexpected pandemic conditions (Salamzadeh & Dana, 2020). According to Salamzadeh & Dana (2020), in the context of Asia, the Covid-19 pandemic has driven several challenges for entrepreneurs in emerging economies. The data collected through focus groups and interviews with co-founders regarding the main challenge in their business during the coronavirus pandemic. Six important challenges faced by businesses were covid-19 such as the financial, human resources, marketing, management crisis, and further challenges in the business model. In SMEs, Klein & Todesco (2021) argue the impact of Covid-19 resulted in a change in consumer demand, organization shakes (management and technology knowledge gaps, mass layoffs, decrease in sales, temporary and permanent closures), and scarcity of financial resources. Another view on business environment change in SME discussed by García-Villagrán (2021) regarding survival strategy in the supply chain that SME should focus on since the availability of materials and goods, delivery time, and inventory management is changed. Challenges faced by SMEs in developing countries can lead to business success or failure (Pratama et al., 2021). The negative impact of business changes affected by the pandemic can be avoided through strategic development design. In other words, SMEs can focus on understanding the key challenges and seek to identify the transformation drivers that they must determine to sustain their business in this crisis era.

Business transformation realizes companies' core business changes and responds to these changes by allocating resources (Wang et al., 2021). Hutabarat et al. (2021) define business transformation as a series of change processes required by companies to respond to new business challenges to better their position than competitors. There are five stages in business transformation proposed by Hutabarat et al. (2021). First, set the company direction, objective, and position to make themselves more competitive by developing through vision and corporate strategic development. The second and third steps are to improve company/organizational capability and develop human resources to make fundamental changes in the organization system. Fourth is strengthening the company's culture to directed desired goals. The last is the process of a company achieving goals and value creation.

Many scholars state that transformation in businesses is an appropriate long-term strategy for SMEs to deal with the crisis era, such as the covid-19 pandemic. According to Grague et al. (2021), in SME literature, transformation does not explicitly state, and through the content analysis, there are five transformation drivers in SME: technology, consumer, financial, organization, and general social. Some studies also discuss transformation drivers in business during Covid-19 as the potential strategic process to cope with the crisis era. For example, transformation in an organization (Muñoz-pascual,
2021; Nurunnabi, 2020); Technology (Jiménez-zarco et al., 2021; Nuseir & Aljumah, 2020; Winarsih et al., 2021); Consumer behavior (Harahap et al., 2020); Financial (Klein & Todesco, 2021; Moretto & Caniato, 2021), External Support (Falahat et al., 2021), Network relationship (Adam et al., 2020; Arsik et al., 2018; Guan et al., 2020; Ivanov, 2020; Ivanov and Dolgui 2020; Guan et al., 2020; Meqdadi et al., 2020; Saputra et al., 2021; Siu, 2016; Sodhi, 2016; Utomo et al., 2020), and as the benchmark business performance (Rachmawati & Widowati, 2021).

Business Performance
In past research, they are usually evaluating the value of the SME. The value of an SME is the evaluation of the SME performance. Usually, this data will be important for getting investors to our company. There are some indicators for business performance for this paper. There will be two categories there are financial and non-financial.

Financial indicator
Even SME is relatively small in terms of big money, but the health of financial factors is really important to evaluate. How SME owners handle their budget to make their SME is one of the main factors to survive. In past research, SME funding policies will provide the direction of SME to handle the funds, source of funds, and ability to finance for increasing business value (Rachmawati & Widowati, 2021). In addition to the research, the entrepreneurship capability and internal financial dimension positively affected SME (Rachmawati & Widowati, 2021). Adopt from past research using measurement of their performance using several indicators, return on assets (RoA), average annual occupancy rate, net profit after tax, and return on investment (Rol) (Rosli & Sidek, 2013). These factors are usually calculated using accounting indicators by the standard of the firms. Other possibilities of measurement that can be used are profitability, productivity, growth, stakeholder satisfaction, market share, and competitive position (Rosli & Sidek, 2013).

Non-Financial indicator
The indicator to measure business performance besides financial is necessary to know the real progression of the business performance. The combination of financial and non-financial will be whole picture performance. The non-financial performance based on past research talks about internal and external environments (Rosli & Sidek, 2013). Entrepreneurial orientation is one example of business performance. The research tells that entrepreneurial orientation positively contributes to business performance by suggesting various contexts in the business itself (Vaitoonkiat & Charoensukmongkol, 2020). Another non-financial factor is entrepreneurship capability; the role of this variable is about innovation and can create an improvement of the firm’s performance (Rachmawati & Widowati, 2021). From another research, organizational culture can influence the business’s performance with innovation triggered (Prima Lita et al., 2020).
The explanation above about financial and non-financial factors shows how business performance can be an accurate measurement to know how the business works. This measurement will be the basis of our researchers wanting to know how the transformation drivers can influence the business performance using the possible past research where the transformation drives can influence a financial or non-financial factor or influence both simultaneously.

RESEARCH METHOD

Research on the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak on SMEs transformation could be a modern thought. A few past research inspected the variables that progress and how utilized a few strategies for getting better in the business performance. This research uses deep searching into the journal database as a method, and also, the related journal will be analyzed to support the argument about the variable.

For particular purposes, we choose both quantitative and qualitative methods of the result of the journal for our basic argument. Paper followed by utilizing a few keywords such as "COVID-19", "Small and Medium Enterprise", "transformation driver", "business performance", "external support", "human resource", "human capital", "leadership", "consumer behavior", "financial", "technology", "digital", "network relationship", "customer relationship", "collaboration", and "supply chain relationship". The publication will be analyzed for 2020 to 2021 on Emerald, Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, and Scopus.

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

The existence of the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the performance of various business sectors such as small and medium enterprises, which are considered a supporting factor for Indonesia's economic development and the long-term competitiveness of the Indonesian stock market. SMEs are particularly vulnerable since they must cope with layoffs, operations closures, cash flow issues, conservation, and a weakening of their capacity for future growth (Wahyudi, 2014). It is necessary to follow up on future strategies so that SMEs can survive. This literature study provides input related to the transformation of drivers that can improve business performance, especially in changing financial and non-financial organizations, to maintain and attract new jobs.

Organization

The role of human resources (HR) is important for organizations since human capital is one of the essential resources in creating a competitive business advantage (Baryshnikova et al., 2021). According to Sukartini et al. (2018), organizations can maintain their competitiveness in the environment by considering the human resource who has the knowledge, capability, competitiveness and qualification, and the ability to perform various tasks in the job. When an organization can maintain and focus on human
resources, continuous competitive advantage can be achieved, particularly for companies in the middle of the dynamic and competitive environment that demand human resources skills to access new markets and technology (Nohong et al., 2021). Barney & Wright (1998) have developed the resource-based view (RBV) notion in explaining the competitive business advantage that links business resources and performance. This view can be defined that human capital resources in an organization are related to organization performance. Prior research from Nohong et al. (2021) in analyzing human resource investment and enterprise performance in Indonesia has been conducted with the result of relation both variables significantly influence. The paper states that the better SME investment in human resources, the better their business performance can be achieved. The outcome of business performance in the paper is to boost financial increase and non-financial such as businesses' capabilities in managing obligations. Like other research on Indonesia SME, the quality of human resources is directly affecting business performance (Zuraida et al., 2017). This statement means the high quality of employees will directly impact their high innovation to the business, and this innovation is related to the increase of business performance. This paper also found that the quality of employees and SME investment in human resources have positively impacted business growth. These findings are also supported by prior research and conclude that the human resource management system positively affects business performance (Huang, 2014; Pham, 2020).

The second indicator in defining the organizational aspect is the role of strategic leadership. In the context of SME, the success factors of SME can be defined by the leader's commitment and capability. This leader's commitment and capability can build a company's capacity to change and continue the business based on a strategic workflow to sustain and compete in the dynamic environment of a business ecosystem (Mui et al., 2018). Furthermore, leaders' capability is encouraged to formulate, implement, and influence the whole organizational actors to collaborate in creating competitive advantage in the external environment turbulence. Strategic leadership is defined as the responsibility of organizational leaders in formulating, implementing, and performing strategic continuous and the capability to utilize the change adjustment according to the organization resources, management team, and environment characteristics (Hosmer, 1986). A leader with innovation capability has shown significantly influenced organizational performance (Mui et al., 2018). Related to that finding, Jing et al. (2020) found that leadership with the vision and organic, communicative, easy to share, and ensuring a positive climate in the organization is related to financial business performance. Those two findings depict that leaders with strong innovation and vision capability can be defined as the factors in identifying business performance. The leaders who can transform themselves in work are related to their contribution to enhancing SMEs' operations.
Organization in Covid-19 context

SME has fewer technical capabilities and financial savings, small (even non-existing) research, innovation and development (R&D), and difficulty recruiting skilled employees. Although these difficulties, SME can compensate by relying on their strength, consider the development of innovation, receptive to change, adaptable, and less procedure and bureaucratic (Ibarra et al., 2020). Covid-19 hits many sectors in economics, and SME is found as the organization most seriously affected by pandemics (Rodrigues et al., 2021). Despite uncertain conditions present in the business environment, SME can continue their business activities by adapting to new business demands caused by disrupted conditions in the pandemic. The study from Rodrigues et al. (2021) explains that leaders take a role in reconsidering business activities by adopting management efficiency utilizing the company's existing tangible and intangible resources. Leaders also consider risk management as a long-term vision and mission in conditions of uncertainty for SMEs Affected by the pandemic (Nurunnabi, 2020). Another study by Amuda (2020) discusses SME leaders’ role in business expansion and explores business opportunity as the defensive strategy during coronavirus pandemics.

Strategic improvement, defensive, and recovery are related to the need for SME to change their organization to survive their business sustainability in the crisis condition. These statement supported by several prior studies regarding the organizational change that produce by human resource capability and strategic leadership impact on business performance (Jing et al., 2020; Paudel, 2018; Purwati et al., 2021; Strukan et al., 2017; Sukartini et al., 2018; Zuraida et al., 2017). The finding by Muñoz-Pascual et al. (2021) also explains that suitable HR with knowledge, motivation, and relationship with stakeholders is related to employee's creativity. This creative outcome directly influences product performance sustainability and economic benefit during pandemics. Besides, according to Sanusi et al. (2020), organizations with leaders who transform their characteristics in lead business processes during pandemics influence SME performance. The leader's characteristics are those who have a vision, can motivate the employee, and solve the problem properly during the covid-19 pandemic. The finding also reveals the leadership style such as democratic, autocratic, and charismatic found influencing positive outcomes for business during the pandemic. Therefore, SMEs need to overcome this crisis era by considering business sustainability and improving performance by transforming leadership characteristics and developing strategic leadership. In addition, the empowerment of human resources to improve skills and capacities is also needed.

**Proposition 1a:** Organizational change in SMEs through human resources and capabilities positively improve business performance in the Covid-19 era.

**Proposition 1b:** Strategic leadership in organizational change positively improves business performance in the Covid-19 era.
Technology

Technology has dramatically changed the internal and external business environments. The emergence of technology influences traditional business activities approaches and motivates businesses to rethink strategic innovation to remain competitive in the digital era (Nuseir & Aljumah, 2020). Soto-Acosta (2020) states that technology use in organizations drives significant change in the business model; this related to the use of new technology in response to the change of environment has influenced business transformation model and strategy. The utilization of technology has been beneficial for many organizations, especially small and medium businesses. Wardaya et al. (2019) explained that when SMEs can provide assembly organizational resources to deal with environmental changes by utilizing technology, organizational performance results are achieved from these efforts. Nuseir & Aljumah (2020) also support this argument and argue that the adoption of technology by SMEs in gaining consumers is related to external competitive pressures on how competitors approach the market efficiently and effectively. The adoption of technology is similar to Astuti et al.'s (2020) research on the determinants of organizations using technology for innovation adoption. They reveal the strategic and persuasive factors of innovation, company characteristics, and organizational readiness as determinants of innovation adoption through technology.

In business processes, technology can solve sales and supply chain problems when businesses face shift conditions (Winarsih et al., 2021). Digitalization in the supply chain can connect businesses with their raw materials and consumers. The SME that adopt innovation using technology has become innovative businesses and enhances their performance. Another study by Kuntonbutr et al. (2020) regarding organizational support in technology adoption on business performance revealed significant influence among variables. Related to technology utilization, they argue technology can encourage knowledge management, sustain the business operation, connect with stakeholders, reduce supply chain cost, and foster competition. Based on evidence from previous research, technology is the driver of transformation in business, and the utilization of its technology is related to business performance.

Technology in Covid-19 context

Due to territorial restriction, policy on social distance, and the new change of daily business activities caused by the coronavirus pandemic have influenced the business process. For example, small restaurant businesses in China fight for their survival because of the uncertainty of consumer demand, high costs, and negative cash flow (Vig & Agarwal, 2021). With the change of business environment and consumer consumption pattern, this business's revival depends on owner evaluation of the overall business model and approach to new strategic technology integration in business operation and digital intervention. Another example in Spain SMEs, transformation in business by
utilizing social media marketing generates a positive impact on financial performance (Jiménez-Zarco et al., 2021). Social media marketing helps small businesses retain loyal customers, keep sales percentage, and establish the first contact with new consumers from different geographical areas.

Research by Patma et al. (2020) revealed that SME adoption on the internet and e-business technology during a pandemic is determined by perceived benefit and external pressure. This finding means that the COVID-19 pandemic hit SMEs with a decline in consumer demand and income, the pressure pushing them to adopt new technologies in approaching consumers remotely, which is considered beneficial for the sustainability of their business. Viswanathan & Telukdarie (2021) indicate that SMEs' digitalization brings cost reduction, productivity, and scope innovation to the new business model, impacting SME sustainability and performance. Digital technology adoption has delivered opportunities for SME to survive these times of covid-19 challenge. Supporting this statement, Guo et al. (2020) argue that SMEs' efforts on digitalization manifested by their degree of change and adoption of digital technologies, which can help them cope with the covid-19 crisis. Furthermore, the strategic implementation of digitalization in business improves business performance (Guo et al., 2020).

Proposition 2: Technology change positively improves business performance in the Covid-19 era.

Consumer behavior

Consumer behavior is currently getting much attention because of its important role in anticipating business performance and achieving its sustainable competitive advantage. Consumer purchasing decisions in the SME market are an important consideration for SMEs in Indonesia. It will impact the SME market, which provides various products to meet consumers' needs and desires. The SME market must be responsive in managing its business so that consumers remain interested in shopping at their stores. Consumers tend to have many choices in shopping at the SME market to meet their needs (Harahap et al., 2020). The purchase decision-making process is where the buyer decides the choice of products or services to be purchased. Khan and Lodhi (2016) found that consumers always try to choose products that match most consumers' images. The preferred style and the attractiveness of celebrities' fashion influence their purchasing decisions and increase the effectiveness of celebrity-endorsed advertisements. In addition, consumer behavior in purchasing decisions in the Indonesian SME market is influenced by several factors: location, price, product completeness, product quality, service quality, other factors such as; security and promotion. It means that all of these factors are important considerations for consumers to buy products in the SME market, which can reference the SME market to implement strategies to continue to shop (Gonda et al., 2020). Currently, loyal customers have become an element of capital and one of the key success factors in business performance. Therefore, accurate
knowledge and compliance with consumer needs and expectations are essential for a successful business.

**Consumer behavior in Covid-19 context**

The lockdowns brought about by the COVID-19 have caused people to have to cope with changes in their activities. Challenges range from self-isolation to hoarding fundamental commodities. Many people flock to buy food, medicine, and vitamins, which can support their health to survive. The process used by consumers in choosing products is an indispensable element in the strategy of each entity (Rajagopal, 2020). In normal situations, the consumer's decision to choose a product or not is often associated with its intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics (Asioli et al., 2017). In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a change in perspective on the use of some products, emphasizing providing food and reducing the luxury goods and services sector. In this context of economic, social, and political instability, consumers experience systematic pressures perceived as losing control over their environment (Botti and McGill, 2011). Stress determines him either to save money to gather resources that will offer comfort or to manifest impulsive behavior in buying products that he considers necessary (Durante and Laran, 2016).

Another condition when uncertainty surrounding work looms, individuals have limited their income-expenditure, which can be spent on areas such as takeaways while simultaneously cooking at home with limited food ingredients due to supply chain shortages (Zutshi et al., 2021). Worse, most individuals begin to act in what is considered to be uncivilized behavior (e.g., stashing or looting) due to declining finances and job loss (Donthu and Gustafsson, 2020). In addition to storage or panic buying events (Hall et al., 2020; Jabbour et al., 2020), the presence of health protocols related to social distancing and lockdowns leads to an increased danger of developing residential outrages (physical, arousal, and sexual harassment) (Kumar et al., 2020). Therefore, companies must also adapt their strategies to consumer behavior and identify new ways to reach customers. Based on a survey conducted by Stanciu et al. (2020) among consumers in 100 countries, there is a common evolution for all markets affected by the pandemic. Companies need to understand and adapt to these changes so that they can better plan future actions. Companies should understand consumer needs and fears to adjust the distribution chain and product offerings to remove new consumption barriers from the consumer's front and make it easier to sell products. In addition, Gonda et al. (2020) suggest that in managing their target consumer groups, SMEs should strive to increase customer loyalty, increase purchase satisfaction, and improve marketing strategies by getting more people to become direct advertisers or so-called brand ambassadors who talk about the brand and brand products to friends (friends in their environment). This analysis intends to support SMEs business owners in understanding customer behavior, showing which business areas focus on increasing customer loyalty or purchase satisfaction to impact business performance positively.
Preposition 3: Consumer behavior change positively improve business performance in the Covid-19 era

Financial
According to Rachmawati & Widowati (2021), finances were the most influential factor in SMEs' difficulties, followed by raw material and marketing factors. They also found that entrepreneurship capability and their internal financial dimension (own capital) improve business performance. Supported that finding, Wahyono & Hutahayan (2021) explain that entrepreneurs who know financial management will make the right decision in their organization. The good financial literacy of entrepreneurs in SME has also influenced their knowledge competency, creating a new idea and innovation, and directly impacting business performance. The factor of SMEs actor on financial literacy and capability that found a positive impact on business performance (financial or non-financial performance) have been discussed by several findings of prior research in the context of Indonesian SMEs (see. Buchdadi et al., 2020; Hendrawaty et al., 2020; Hindasah & Nuryakin, 2020; Rita & Huruta, 2020). Therefore, in Indonesia, SMEs' capacity and literacy on financial matters are determinant factors for business sustainability. Financial knowledge can improve business execution effectively and efficiently and create an innovative response to market demand which all this process created positive benefits for the business.

Financial in Covid-19 context
Pratama et al. (2021) conduct a review on the Covid-19 effect from the perspective of SMEs' owners and provide strategy suggestions to deal with the pandemic outbreak. Their strategic development pointed to financial management as one strategy that SME should focus on to help their survival in the crisis era. This finding may be related to Sun et al. (2021) that states the coronavirus pandemic suffered financially for SME. A decline in market demand caused this financial problem, restricted logistic and crowd flow, and postponed work resumption and account receivables. A study from Klein & Todesco (2021) in investigating the financial health of SME affected by Coronavirus shows that pandemic has impacted financial threat which results in SME permanently and temporarily closing, dominantly loses monthly sales and less financial option. The role of digitalization to cope SME with the current situation and future uncertainties after a pandemic is proposed by them in response to the new reality and new consumer demand. Therefore, achieving business benefits by adopting new business technology requires SME owners to change their financial allocation in the business. Financial change is more allocated to the innovation adoption by utilizing technology tools in the organization and business process-driven transformation in SME. It is related to SMEs' sustainability during a pandemic by Winarsih et al. (2021); transformation in finances is essential for businesses to maintain their performance by re-budgeting allocation to priorities items and to adjust the budget conditions. Managing income and expenditure budget items is related to businesses' control on profit margin and anticipating the risk.
Preposition 4: Financially change positively improve business performance in the Covid-19 era

External Support
External support is necessary for the survival ability of SME. The support can be financial or non-financial. The financial, of course, is talking about resources and economics. However, for the non-financial, it can be supported by government regulation or knowledge sharing. Government support impacts SME multiple strategic orientations can boost the speed and scope of SME in their business capability (Falahat et al., 2021). Nevertheless, knowledge sharing from collaboration can help SME learn and deploy such strategies as acquisition, assimilation, and application (Benhayoun et al., 2021). To attain the knowledge, we suggest external support should be considered in the transformation drive. In our purpose, the external support can be from the environment and or government. There are so many movements from the environment to change SME and trigger them to transform and do innovation in the current condition. Recently, research showed the significance and moderating role of external support to SME to survive in the pandemic situation (Adam & Alarifi, 2021). From the explanation, we state external support as one variable in transformation drivers.

External Support in Covid-19 Context
Dramatical change happens because, in the current covid-19 pandemic situation, the SMEs find it quite hard to survive financially or non-financial. As mentioned above, there are certain conditions where external support becomes necessary for SME survival. The impact of external support can strengthen and give more positive in SME (Adam & Alarifi, 2021). For example, new small businesses such as street food in lockdown situations cannot do normal activities; therefore, they need to keep selling traditional ways. However, external support such as donations using kitabisa.com to make some SME still can survive. Lockdown condition is policy and government, so government support is necessary for making SME such as street food still survive. An example of government support is a statement from one of a minister in Indonesia to create a program to support SME to survive using "Pemulihan Ekonomi Nasional" (PEN) (Media Indonesia).


Proposition 5b: External Support from the Government plays a certain role in improving positive business performance in the Covid-19 era.

Network
Network relationships become a new challenge when SMEs start developing relationships with other companies because of the need to achieve social impact and
business performance. The network creates a potential tension between social and commercial logic, which is an inherent trait of companies because they often operate under financial and human resource constraints limiting their ability to achieve social and economic goals. Improving network relationships is very important for companies in the procurement function to achieve long-term social impacts (Meqdadi et al., 2020). The network can explain to the company to identify the right partner with the relevant capabilities and resources to complement the company's resource needs, coordinate resources for reliable long-term collaboration, and use relational skills to build and maintain important relationships among network partners (Lehtimäki et al., 2018).

Previous studies have shown that networks are an important source of competitive advantage (Drummond et al., 2018; Mitrega et al., 2017; Parida et al., 2017). In addition, the principle also contains a commitment to fair and ethical treatment of other stakeholders with companies that bring greater value to companies on both financial and reputational sides (Starcevic et al., 2018). In this paper, network relationships are defined by three fundamental factors: customer relationships, supply chain relationships, and collaboration.

The relationship between the customer and the company and competitive advantage are considered important tools needed to compete efficiently and effectively (Thongrawd et al., 2020). Paying attention to customer relationships makes organizations more profitable and sustainable in a competitive market if they retain existing customers rather than attract new customers (Sofi et al., 2020). It can be done by meeting the needs of existing customers and maintaining long-standing relationships. One of the tangible results of implementing customer relationships is increasing corporate profits by increasing customer buying behavior in the future (Alqershi et al., 2020). A fully-functional customer relationship can be considered a competitive advantage even for small and medium-sized companies (Pohludka and tverková, 2019).

Furthermore, customer relationships are built on combining people, processes, and technology at various levels of the organization to better understand customer needs with value as a primary concern. Thus, the application of customer relationships is to maximize customer satisfaction and retention to build lasting relationships (Raina, 2017). Companies can focus on customer relationship-based strategies when an economic crisis occurs, which results in a decrease in communication and marketing budgets (Papasolomou et al., 2016). Arsik et al. (2018) and Siu (2016) present a positive relationship between business performance and customer relationship implementation. Their study shows the importance of customer relations in the case of SMEs to instill sustainability into the business in the long term and maintain business performance.

Collaboration can affect business resilience, performance, and business flexibility (Saputra et al., 2020). Collaborative capabilities enable the creation of new opportunities through building and managing relationships between organizations based on mutual trust, communication, and commitment. Collaboration also allows SMEs to adapt quickly
to changing dynamic economic environments by relying on social interactions that impact innovation (Castilho & Quandt, 2017). Collaboration allows companies to exchange strategic resources and capabilities. Therefore companies that choose to pursue networking as a strategy should develop capabilities, structures, and processes to support collaborative approaches (Drummond et al., 2018; Mitrega et al., 2017; Parida et al., 2017). Strategic alliances have an important role in supporting the success of industrial development because so far in Indonesia, it is still short-term. They should review the goodwill of business partners, business network consulting, brokerage support, capital accumulation through internal measures, capital accumulation through government support, political support, implementation issues of political support/barriers, an adaptation of business models, and internal restructuring (Kuckertz et al., 2020). SMEs should take a collaborative approach to all company partners, clients, systems, cargo shippers, call centers, unions, competitors, and exchange affiliates (Rapaccini et al., 2020).

A sudden state of change like this impacts all nodes (supply chain members) and edges (ties) in the supply chain simultaneously. As a result, supply chain flows have been substantially disrupted. For example, the demand for necessary items such as personal protective equipment (PPE), ventilators, and dry and canned food has increased. Meanwhile, supply, transportation, and manufacturing face many challenges that reduce their capacity. It includes new rules such as border closures, locks on supply markets, disruption of vehicle movement and international trade, labor shortages, and physical distancing at manufacturing facilities (Amankwah-Amoah, 2020; Gunessee and Subramanian, 2020; Paul and Chowdhury, 2020). Relationships with the supply chain are significant in maintaining business resilience, performance, and sustainability (Ivanov, 2020; Ivanov and Dolgui, 2020). The existence of supply chain relationships can affect business efficiency and performance (Guan et al., 2020; Ivanov, 2020; Sodhi, 2016). The supply chain relationship process must establish a transparent market orientation and learning because knowledge of market orientation and learning is the key to gaining competitive advantage, which ultimately affects the performance of SMEs (Adam et al., 2020). According to prior studies, supply chain-driven change is related to business performance, both economic and non-economic.

**Network in Covid-19 context**

The impact of the Covid-19 crisis has become a challenge for companies to build investment in customer relationship management processes and improve sales promotions (Kang and Diao, 2020). Based on this explanation, there is a problem between the impact of the economic crisis and maintaining business performance. So it is necessary to build a better relationship between consumers and companies. The research results by Utomo et al. (2020) show that customer relationship management on SME performance has proven positive and significant for maintaining SME performance.
Customer relationship management is a concept that aims to create long-term customer loyalty and performance. Customer relationship management is carried out by paying attention and fulfilling what customers want. It can be done by offering membership cards, giving vouchers, serving customers individually, and giving special cards at particular moments. These activities will result in high customer loyalty to SMEs. At least, customers will never think of switching to another SME after being satisfied with the current SME. Long-term relationships can help SMEs to sell their products when they find it difficult to catch new consumers during the pandemic. In addition, loyal customers always remember the provider. They feel less necessary to look for other products or other providers because they still have to bear the risk of being dissatisfied with other alternatives. Long-term relationship-oriented customer relationship management is an advantage for SMEs in maintaining their performance during the COVID-19.

A strategic approach in developing SMEs by involving collaborative roles from various parties to realize SMEs empowerment as one of the dealings of the economy and maintaining business performance during the Covid-19 period. The SME empowerment program is related to various sectors in the business processes carried out, so it requires the role of various stakeholders. The success of the SME development program depends on how the government can collaborate with various stakeholders to realize the progress and sustainability of SMEs in the future. It can be done by establishing cooperation between the Provincial Government, Regency/City Governments, the SMEs community that sells materials in the region, and the SME community. In addition, other research shows that collaboration in the Penta helix between academia, business, government, community, and media is very much needed to achieve policy goals to overcome the impact of Covid-19 on SMEs (Yunus et al., 2020). This first step includes partnerships with all stakeholders and focuses on mutually beneficial outcomes. We must not forget the support system (friends, neighbors, and relatives) during this process and identify their skills and expertise to facilitate collaboration and positive contribution to business continuity.

Some suggested steps as part of this robust approach are SMEs in partnership with other businesses. Local councils (or equivalent) should increase advertising to attract and encourage customers to buy local products. Sectors such as groceries and hospitality are well suited to market themselves and focus on local customers (Zutshi et al., 2021). Paul and Chowdhury (2020) supported this finding, who suggest horizontal collaboration between similar producers at the national level to ensure the supply of products needed during this crisis. Based on a survey conducted by 33 SMEs in the field of handicrafts in the city of Solo. SMEs maintain good relations with partners. A good relationship with partners, among others, with suppliers and distributors. SMEs also feel that cooperation with partners is indispensable for business development. Collaboration with partners can also be used to get new ideas and when businesses need help. Expanding business
networks is done by joining organizations with SMEs in similar fields (Nugraheni et al., 2020).

The Covid-19 pandemic has disrupted supply chain relationships, particularly for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), whose experiences during the pandemic are expected to worsen than those made during the financial crisis in previous years (Liu and Parilla, 2020). Relationships with supply chains are critical in maintaining business resilience, performance, and sustainability (Ivanov, 2020; Ivanov and Dolgui, 2020). The existence of supply chain relationships can affect business efficiency and performance (Guan et al., 2020; Ivanov, 2020; Sodhi, 2016). The supply chain relationship process must establish a transparent market orientation and learning because knowledge of market orientation and learning is the key to gain competitive advantage, which ultimately affects the performance of SMEs (Adam et al., 2020). The advent of Covid 19 has been a challenge as many SME suppliers provide single-source equipment or services that are not available from other suppliers. This decrease in interaction leads to incomplete information, leading to information ambiguity and a lack of clarity and accuracy (Baveja et al., 2020; Gunessee and Subramanian, 2020). In addition, this has reduced supplier involvement, making it difficult for companies to develop a collaborative approach that integrates all parties involved (van Hoek, 2020). As Gupta et al. (2020) note, opportunistic behavior may also increase, and undisturbed suppliers may charge higher prices if they see that other suppliers have been affected by the disruption.

Some strategies that can be done are to improve supply chain relationships, and collaboration can protect companies from negative impacts, enabling rapid recovery and preparation for future activities (Hobbs, 2020; Paul and Chowdhury, 2020a; Sharma et al., 2020). In addition, maintain relationships with supply chain partners to meet each other’s requirements. Knowledge management also needs to be done by sharing important information, ideas, and expertise (Jabbour et al., 2020) and synchronizing strategic processes (Sharma et al., 2020). It can also help in dealing with the impact of Covid-19. Such exchange of information and knowledge can reduce information ambiguity, which is a significant problem for businesses during a pandemic or other major disruption (Gunessee and Subramanian, 2020). The government has recognized this risk and is continuously working to reduce it (which ultimately means recruiting and retaining higher-quality SME suppliers). The smallest suppliers may require closer monitoring and be provided with different types of assistance when navigating crises due to their very limited resources (Melnyk et al., 2020).

**Proposition 6a:** Network Relationship from Customer Relationship positively improve business performance in the Covid-19 era.

**Proposition 6b:** Network Relationship from Collaboration positively improve business performance in the Covid-19 era.
Proposition 6c: Network Relationship from Supply Chain Relationship positively improve business performance in the Covid-19 era.

After all the explanation and the proof of concept from the past research, we tried to bridge the concept and have clear exposure of our idea about transformation drives with the business performance variable. For instance, the transformation drives as independent and business performance as the dependent variable which is presented in Fig. 1.

**Figure 1.** Conceptual Framework

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

In this section, we discuss the objective of the paper, the findings, and how it relates to current conditions in startup businesses. Next, we discuss managerial and theoretical implications and contributions and provide future research suggestions to extend this paper. After the transformation drives mentioned above for the impact on business performance in the Covid-19 situation, we try to conclude all of our conceptual paper:

In order to sustain and compete in a crisis environment like the Covid-19 pandemic, a leader’s capability takes a role in building a company’s capacity through their strategic decision. The quality of employees also plays a role in influencing the success of strategy formulation to be implemented to achieve optimal business performance. Technological improvements and changes during business processes can produce business effectiveness and efficiency, impacting business sustainability and
performance. Consumer behavior plays an important role in anticipating business performance and achieving its sustainable competitive advantage. Loyal customers have become an element of capital and one of the key success factors in business performance. Business transformation through financial drivers can be seen from businesses re-budgeting their financial structure, which aims to allocate the budget to priorities according to the most important business performance.

Past research has related to business performance from external support the government and environment have proven by past research. The way of support can help the SME to survive in the covid-19 situation. Improving network relationships is very important for companies in the procurement function to achieve long-term social impact. Also, organizations will be more profitable and sustainable in a competitive market if they maintain network relationships.

This study integrates knowledge in SMEs transformation drivers due to Covid-19 from three streams of literature database and found internal and external factors in the organization become factor drivers for SMEs transformation. This study enriches theoretical discussion on SME’s transformation drivers and their impact on economic and non-economic performance through conducting literature reviews. This study advances business survival knowledge to face a dynamic environment like the Covid-19 pandemic and strategic innovation related to business performance. Therefore, we provide a foundation of a theoretical building that may motivate the research agenda to continue this topic comprehensively.

This study suggests that seven transformation drivers in SMEs take a role in coping with their business sustainability in the crisis-era of Covid-19. The comprehensive study has created strategic development on how SMEs should focus on transformation drivers and their impact on their business performance. Leader/owner/manager in SMEs can sooner transform their business model by focusing on seven factors we found as the most essential in driving transformation in SMEs. Policymakers can utilize this paper to make policy decisions regarding SMEs and their need for support and stimulus.
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